GIVE YOUR AMAZING STUDENTS A VOICE!

Kristi Allred, media coordinator
North Davidson Middle School
@allred_kristi  @NDMSLibrarian

bit.ly/NCSLMAvoice
Amplify student voices.
Would you rather:

Have 1 wish granted today OR Have 3 wishes granted in 10 years?

Be poor & happy OR Be rich & sad?
Please, always stay humble and kind.

- Caroline

Get out of bed now kid!
In 2017 I will...

Finish the sentence by writing on the bulletin board.
This is YOUR year! You got this!

Be nicer to people

Learn to love people and don't judge them and how they act and look.

Be closer to God
Yeah!

Be nicer to my friends and family.

I know that there is no can to read.
You just gotta read this!

Percy Jackson Series
Rick Riordan

Waver of the
beyond
Lone Wolf
by: Kathryn Lasky

Maximum Ride
Series

The Amazing Book is not
on Fire

A Dog Named
Cameron

It gets worse
-Szane Dawson

The War that Saved My Life
by: Kimberly Bla

Casualties of War

Amulet
alan brenn
POETRY MONTH

Make A Poem!

Read the directions on the board!

Take a poem (for your pocket)
Tell us your best learning experience this year!
https://flipgrid.com/
Students can...

▷ Cite text/provide evidence
▷ Share learning at any stage of process
▷ Ask questions directly to teacher
▷ Demonstrate or model
▷ Leave messages of kindness
▷ Use audio only
▷ Join virtual book club
▷ Recommend books
▷ Include Flipgrid videos in other presentations

#flipgridfever for lots more ideas!
Battle of the Books  https://flipgrid.com/ed2804

Family Reading Program  https://flipgrid.com/c1389a

ELA Stations Activity  https://flipgrid.com/7a776f

Book Recommendation  https://flipgrid.com/b8f030
Black Knight
Student News

A work in progress!
The Iron Trial
Holly Black & Cassandra Clare
Skype
Photo Contests
Reading with my peeps😊😊
Creative Writing

Phillip Shabazz,
poetry and creative writing workshops
Padlet
Proctor Class 4
What do you want to learn about your dinosaur? What information is important to include in your research project?

- How do dinosaur hunt
- Are they mammals
- How old are they
- Have scientist found any of there fossils
- How much they weigh
- How big where they
- How big can a dinosaur get
- How come dinosaurs are extinct but some things survived
- How do they have feathers
- Where do they come from
- I heard that they are closer to a bird is that true or false
- Can dinosaurs be allergic to anything kinda like humans can be allergic to stuff
- Why do some look like birds
- What was there life span
- How did they adapt to their habitat?
- How high can they fly if they can fly
- How much can they weigh
- How long do they live
- How many species are there??
- How tall are they
- What kind of habitat did they live in
- Do they have horns?
- What time period they did come from
- How do dinosaur hunt
- How did scientist find out about dinosaur
- Where did they live
- What time period did they come in
- How long ago did they live
- Do they have have horns
- How old they are
- They eat other animals i think
- What they eat
White is the color of milk and fresh snow, the color produced by the combination of all the colors of the visible spectrum.

Black is the color of coal, ebony, and of outer space. It is the darkest color, the result of the absence of or complete absorption of light.
Book Snaps
A booksnap is a digital visual representation of the text along with an annotation.

Tara Martin
Why use #booksnaps? (Tara Martin)

- Annotate and share excerpts
- Connect the reader to the text
- Diagram plot elements
- Fun & Easy!

- Highlight figurative language/imagery
- Notate character conflict
- Point out main idea or a supporting argument
I want to shout this!

“It’s our job as educators to expose our children to as many different kinds of books and as many different points of view as possible. That means letting them read books that are too easy for them, or too hard for them. That means letting them read books that challenge them, or do nothing but entertain them. And yes, it means letting students read books with things in them we might disagree with and letting them make up their own minds about things, which is downright scary sometimes. But that’s what good education is all about.”

Some of the school board members were flabbergasted.
“Listen!” said Harry again.

“No, Harry, you listen,” said Hermione. “We’re coming with you. That was decided months ago — years, really.”

“Shut up,” Ron advised him.

—I am, are you sure you’ve done this much?” Harry persisted.

“Let’s see,” said Hermione. “We have Travels with Trolls on the discarded pillow and a nice look. They’ve been packing for days, so we’re ready to go at a moment’s notice, which for you information has included a lot of difficult magic, not to mention smuggling Muggle stock of Polyjuice Potion right under Ron’s mum’s nose.

“I’ve also modified my parents’ memories so that they’re convinced they’re really called Wendell and Monica Wilkins, and the

A chilly breeze that seemed to emanate

gest lifted the hair at Harry’s forehead. He knew him to go, that it would hurt him to go.

“You’ll stay with me?”

“Until the very end,” said James.

“They won’t be able to see you?” asked

“We are part of you,” said Sirius. “If

Harry looked at his mother.

“Stay close to me,” he said quietly.

And he set off. The dementors’ cold breath touched his cheek.
I feel bad for Ally here. She thought she was helping.

SO SAD!!!

I turn and run out of the room. Down the hall and out the front door. The buses are pulling away without me. But that’s the way it should be, I guess. I deserve to walk. All that long way. And all by myself.
Examples:

https://tinyurl.com/booksnaps

A section of the book that stands out to you for some reason! Use the “camera” option to take a picture of the page.

In your words -- what do you think about that part of the book (or the book in general)?

You can add multiple images that are relevant to the passage or your thoughts! Use “search the web” for Google images that have been filtered for reuse.
Let’s connect!

https://flipgrid.com/80cdd0

www.tinyurl.com/padletncslma